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Friendship? Melissa Stone has done a fine job of
avoiding her former best friend Cooper Ford. She
was devastated when she discovered her husband
was cheating on her, and felt doubly betrayed that
Cooper had known all along.… Forgiveness… But she
can't ignore him forever—especially now that they're
working together on a charity project! And as she
and Cooper get closer again, she confides in him her
plans to start a family—alone. Fatherhood! Cooper
wants to be there for her this time—but would he
really consider being the father of her baby…?
USA Today bestseller Caitlin Crews returns with All
Night Long with a Cowboy," another emotional
romance in her stunning cowboy series Kittredge
Ranch. If you play with fire... One of the most
notorious cowboys in Cold River, Jensen Kittredge
always has willing women with sweet smiles vying
for a place in his bed. So when the prissy high
school librarian sidles up to him in the most
disreputable bar in town with a scowl on her face, he
has no idea what to make of it. Much less the
attraction he feels toward the bespectacled creature
who wants something from him... but not that. Yet.
Someone gets burned... Harriett Barnett doesn’t
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care for dens of iniquity— or the insolent cowboy she
certainly shouldn’t find attractive. But one of her
students needs her help, and if she needs to corral
the infamous Jensen to save him, she will. Trouble
is, the town’s favorite Kittredge brother is a lot more
than she bargained for. Harriett's happy little life is
orderly and neat, just how she likes it—until Jensen
blows it all apart with his particular brand of addictive
passion. Can a modern-day schoolmarm really tame
the wildest cowboy in town? Or is Harriet headed for
a terrible fall?
Hot on the ice and tall in the saddle... Rancher and
hockey coach Logan Rivers' attempts to hire a
housekeeper are hindered by women more
interested in marriage than meal-planning. So when
snarky Harper Evans arrives with zero romantic
interest in him, he couldn't be happier. But as he
gets to know her, he finds himself hungering for
more than her cooking. Down-on-her-luck single
mom Harper Evans came to Colorado with one goal:
to find her son and bring him home. Temporary work
for a local rancher seems perfect, but to keep the job
she has to deny her feelings for the hot cowboy
who's heating up her kitchen. Logan's secret
learning disability has caused a financial mistake
that could cost him everything. With the holidays
approaching and a storm closing in, he and Harper
have to save his ranch and fight for her son. But can
Harper trust the cowboy who is offering her both a
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home—and his heart? Cowboys of Creedence series:
Caught Up in a Cowboy (Book 1) You Had Me at
Cowboy (Book 2) It Started With a Cowboy (Book 3)
Wish Upon a Cowboy (Book 4) Praise for Jennie
Marts: "Readers will cherish the scorching sex,
snappy dialogue, well-paced plot, and small
Colorado town setting." —Publishers Weekly for You
Had Me at Cowboy "Funny, complicated, and
irresistible." —JODI THOMAS, New York Times
bestselling author for Caught Up in a Cowboy "Full of
exquisite heat and passion...wonderful." —Harlequin
Junkie for Caught Up in a Cowboy
Cowboy Take Me Away: Rough Riders Book 16
An Oprah Magazine Best Romance Novel of 2020 In
this brand-new series from award-winning author
Rebekah Weatherspoon, a charming cowboy and his
sleeping beauty find their modern-day happily ever
after . . . With a headline spot on a hit morning show
and truly mouth-watering culinary skills, chef Evie
Buchanan is perched on the edge of stardom. But at
an industry party, a fall lands Evie in the
hospital—with no memory of who she is. Scrambling
to help, Evie’s assistant contacts the only “family”
Evie has left, close friends who run the luxury dude
ranch in California where Evie grew up. Evie has no
recollection of them—until former rodeo champion
Zach Pleasant walks into her hospital room, and she
realizes his handsome face has been haunting her
dreams . . . Zach hasn’t seen Evie in years—not
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since their families conducted a campaign to make
sure their childhood friendship never turned into
anything more. When the young cowboy refused to
admit the feelings between them were real, Evie left
California, making it clear she never wanted to see
Zach again. Now he refuses to make the same
mistake twice. Starting fresh is a risk when they have
a history she can’t recall, but Zach can’t bear to let
go of her now. Can he awaken the sleeping beauty
inside her who might still love him?
Brodie Hayes is a former rodeo star, now a
rancher—a cowboy, through and through. But when
he finds out some shocking news about the
circumstances of his birth, he begins to question his
identity. Luckily, private investigator Alexandra
Donovan is there to help him find the truth about who
he is. Along the way, he discovers that even a man
who thought he'd be alone for the rest of his life can
fall in love. For Brodie, love was something you did
once—and for always. But is Alex the type of woman
who can take on a stubborn man like him? Because
there's one thing about him that will never change,
no matter what they find out about his past—once a
cowboy, always a cowboy.
Cowboys After Dark: Over 300, 5 star
reviews/ratings on Amazon/GoodreadsTess cannot
believe her eyes! The door to her small cafe has just
burst open, and standing in front of her is Luke
Larson. The man who stole her heart. The man who
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is supposed be in prison!Luke Larson is desperate.
Having escaped from the penitentiary after being
convicted of a crime he didn't commit, he has
returned to win back the trust and love of Tess
Turner, the woman he left behind. Tess is faced with
a dreadful decision; help him, or turn him in. The
Wanted Cowboy is a gripping romance that will keep
you guessing. Inhale the dark sensuous heat, feel
the chill of winter, click the link and lose yourself in
this steamy love story today.
Emmett Benson makes no apologies for his bachelor
status. He revels in a woman's surrender but does
not want the responsibility of claiming a submissive
for his own, because no one is worth the price of his
freedom. He appreciates his friends, loves his horse,
and fancies wrangling cattle every day over
interacting with people. When it comes to his life, he
figures he has it made, and that there is no reason to
alter things-now, or in the future.But all it takes is
one lousy spill off a new, temperamental
thoroughbred to cause a load of trouble. One look at
the prim and proper new town doctor, and Emmett
wants nothing more than to ruffle her cool demeanor.
The woman is likely too tightly wound to even
consider submission. He cannot desire her. It is out
of the question. He must be delirious from the pain of
his injuries to even be contemplating the possibility
of claiming her, even though she makes him want to
mark his territory and challenge any man who comes
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near her. Still, he convinces himself it is not an issue
after he leaves her office.But then the doctor makes
an unexpected house call and, with her sweet,
feminine scent clouding his senses, Emmett makes
her a bargain. He will behave like the perfect patient,
for the cost of a single kiss, freely given. He never
expected her to accept his offer.He thought he was
in trouble before, but after just one kiss, every
dominant part of Emmett's being thunders: MINE.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Mills & Boon Western Romance — Small towns,
cowboys and contemporary romance, the allAmerican way! Her Cowboy’s Twin Blessings Patricia Johns Two stubborn hearts. One ranch.
Could Montana Twins unite them? With orphaned
twin infants to care for, Casey Courtright hoped to
buy the ranch he works on — but he can’t match
Ember Reed’s offer. Nevertheless, Casey agrees to
show Ember the land she plans to use for her
therapy center, but only if she’ll help him with the
babies. And as the twins draw them together, Casey
might just find that Ember’s his perfect partner.
Claiming Her Cowboy - Tina Radcliffe Her temporary
cowboy… Attorney Jackson Harris regularly goes toeto-toe with the world’s toughest lawyers — but none
of them compare to Lucy Maxwell. The feisty director
of Oklahoma’s Big Heart Ranch for orphans is as
stubborn as she is pretty. But Jack must stay
focused; he’s only there to evaluate the ranch’s
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funding. Falling for Lucy and the sweet children she
protects is out of the question. Though Lucy is
determined to keep the ranch, she’s not about to
give control to a city slicker — even a devastatingly
good-looking one. But as they bump heads, Jack
and Lucy gradually nudge open their hearts. Could a
temporary cowboy become a permanent part of
Lucy’s life?
UNDER A BIG SKY For hotshot NHL star Dan
Sharpe, hockey isn't just his job-it's his everything.
But when claims of cheating get him bounced from
the ice, he finds himself feeling lost. Everyone thinks
he's crazy for taking on his grandfather's ramshackle
Montana ranch, but hey, he's Dan Sharpe: how hard
can it be? As it turns out? Plenty hard. Mel Shawhas
been fighting tooth and nail to keep her family from
falling apart. The last thing she needs is a
distraction, but taking a job as some city slicker's
consultant may be her only chance to save the land
she loves. But she never expected someone like
Dan to come roaring into her life, and it doesn't take
long for Mel to realize this hockey-star-turnedcowboy has the power to upend her carefully
ordered world-and heart-for good. Big Sky Cowboys:
Rebel Cowboy Outlaw Cowboy True-Blue Cowboy
She's a nude model, and her meaty vegetarian
cowboy wants a private session.Tall, blond, rugged,
Luke Morgan knows how to handle a herd. He's
everything a cowboy should be - but he still feels like
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the blond sheep in his family because he's also a
soulful artist with a penchant for veggie
lasagna.Twenty-five year old, blue-haired, buxom,
beautician, Maddie Richards just moved to Conway,
Montana. She's new to small town life, the gossip
and the intimacy. Being open and letting people in
isn't what Maddie does best. On a body positive
journey, she's inspired to model nude for a local
drawing class. From the first minute he sees her, up
on the podium, modeling, Luke can't take his eyes
off Maddie. Their attraction is magnetic, but Maddie
has a secret that could ruin everything.This sexy,
smart, rip roaring good time, gallops with tease and
titillation and introduces readers to the entire Morgan
tribe, a tight knit family of ripped and rowdy ranchers.
When the Morgan's get together, shenanigans
abound. If this is your first foray into the Big Sky
Boys Series...well, howdy and welcome to the family!
From this "fabulous storyteller" (Carolyn Brown, New
York Times bestselling author) comes the first book
in an all-new western romance series. Delaney
Harper thought she'd seen the last of Meadow Valley
after her deadbeat husband left her brokenhearted
and, well, just flat broke. But news that her ex sold
their land means she's heading back to reclaim her
share of the property and the dreams she was forced
to put on hold. Only one thing stands in her way
now: a smoking hot cowboy. Sam Callahan is too
busy trying to keep his new guest ranch afloat to
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spend any time on serious relationships-at least,
that's what he tells himself. But when a gorgeous
blonde shows up insisting she owns half his
property, Sam quickly realizes he's got bigger
problems than Delaney's claim on the land---she
could also claim his heart. /~B~Includes the bonus
novel The Toughest Cowboy in Texas by New York
Times bestselling author Carolyn Brown!
Elizabeth's dreams of having a loving husband and
family have been replaced with the practical reality of
a spinsterhood life. But her secret wishes are
renewed when she receives a letter from her sister
who is homesteading in Texas. She hints she has
found the perfect spouse for Elizabeth, a Texas
cowboy. Maybe God does have a man for Elizabeth,
but in Texas, not Missouri. When self-sufficient
Jesse Lovett shows up to escort Elizabeth to Texas,
the two clash on every issue. Then, on the trip,
Jesse needs Elizabeth's help, and her strength and
ingenuity impress the tough cowboy. When they
reach Texas, she meets the man she believes she is
destined to marry, but will she be able to share her
love and her life with him? As she looks toward the
future, she realizes that her heart still longs for her
personal image of Her Christmas Cowboy.
Naked Bluff, Texas Volume 1 Stories Included In
Deep Water Wading into the water, Carolyn Evans
takes one step too far and finds herself neck--deep
in the river and fighting for her life. After saving
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Carolyn from drowning, Zack Goodman is trapped in
an awkward situation when they're both rescued by a
steamboat and hauled on deck. Naked and
embarrassed, Carolyn is quick to save them from
humiliation and claims they are married. Will Zack
release her from her claim of matrimony? Or will he
teach her once words are spoken...they are not so
easily retracted? In Too Deep - On the banks of the
Trinity River, Sadie Pepperman is looking for a
chance to escape the demands of her in-laws. With
her husband's dead, they want her to marry her
brother-in-law so they can take control of her farm.
Suddenly, the peace of the day is shattered when
her best friend steps too far into the river. Rushing to
save her, Sadie meets a handsome stranger that
ignites her dormant lust. She sees her friend rescued
by a steamship and backs away from Logan Jansen,
only to turn her ankle. The agonizing pain leaves
Sadie with the inability to walk. Needing help, she
offers Logan a place to stay if he'll help with the
chores on her farm. With his agreement, Sadie adds
another problem to her list. Now, not only does she
have to worry about how to bring her crops in from
the field and run her farm alone but she also has to
fight her attraction to Logan. Can Sadie end her inlaws' interference in her life, run her farm alone, and
give love another chance? More Than Ready After
losing his brother, Kirk Pepperman planned a future
with Richard's wife, Sadie. Kirk wanted to honor his
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brother and take care of Sadie. She had other ideas
and married another man. Now, Kirk is uncertain
what he should do with his life. Mary Beth Owens
knows her parents are arranging for her to marry
Kirk. The problem is he's been stuck on the wrong
woman for years. Mary Beth is determined to find out
if he can please her. If not, then she has no desire to
marry him either. Can these two let go of the past
and move into the future? Other Naked Bluff, Texas
stories Deputy's Bride A Cowboy's Pleasure Coming
soon Country Doctor's Bride A Cowboy's Passion
Black Dragon's Series- Black Dragon's Blood Black
Dragon's Moon Black Dragon's Heart Other Stories
Fairy Fun Texas Passion Hog-Tied and Branded
Naked Rebel Hot Wired Banished - Three Erotic
Stories(shapeshifters) Banished Hero Banished
Scoundrel Banished Witch Coming Soon - new
series DNA - The Neanderthal in Me Want to read
another Anita Philmar book? Sign up for author's
free Newsletter at www.anitaphilmar.com"
Cowboy Chance Worth gets more than he bargains
for when he saves damsel in distress Lizzie Mitchell.
He has come to Red Ridge, Arizona, to rescue her
family's failing ranch and find Lizzie a suitable
husband. Too bad it wouldn't be honorable to keep
the little spitfire for himself! Lizzie may be innocent,
but she's not naive. Fully determined to find her own
way in life, she doesn't welcome Chance's intrusion.
But when he plans to leave she realizes she may not
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be ready to see the back of him just yet!
Naked Bluff, TexasCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
Coming soon! Claiming Her Cowboy by Tina
Radcliffe will be available Dec 19, 2017.
SOMETIMES ALL LOVE NEEDS IS A LITTLE LUCK
Allie Logan isn't the type to land a hot hunk of
cowboy. Truth is, she's given up on dating since
shedding her no-good ex. But the new owner of the
most ramshackle ranch in Texas might just change
her mind about that. He's six-foot-plus of tall, dark,
and charming-the kind of guy who could make a girl
throw caution to the wind . . . or the kind of guy who
could break her heart. Blake Dawson hopes he can
make Lucky Penny Ranch finally live up to its name,
but the property needs a ton of work. Allie and her
carpentry skills are his best shot at getting things in
order. Besides the fact that her brown eyes and
dangerous curves have him roped and tied. Now
Blake only needs to convince her that a wild cowboy
can be tamed by love-and she's just the one to do it .
..
"If you are looking for a cowboy sandwich with lots of
action, a bit of suspense, a few family issues and
lots of hot, steamy $ex, make sure you read this!
Wow!"When Grace offered to work at the animal
clinic the summer between college and vet school,
she did not expect her very first day to involve a
sexy, shirtless cowboy, a misunderstanding of
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embarrassing proportions, or her arm shoulder-deep
inside a birthing mare.Newly single and never one to
jump in blindly with both feet, her summer kicks off to
a very heated start when she finds herself leaping
from the frying pan that is Adam, into the fire of
equally sexy Scott.Will the heat of this Texas
summer melt her with desire or burn her to ashes
when both billionaire cowboys set their sights on
roping Grace in between them?Ménage A Cowboy is
the first hot MFM stand-alone romance in the same
shared world as Claimed By The Cowboys,
Cowboys In January, Val-Entwined Cowboys and
March Of The Cowboys. As is usual for this series,
it’s all about one lucky woman finding her HEA
between two sexy-as-sin cowboys, with no M/M, NO
CLIFFHANGER and NO CHEATING.A Bonus
Chapter of Claimed By The Cowboys is added to the
end of this novel.
"This tale will melt even the iciest heart." -Publishers
Weekly, STARRED review for A Cowboy Firefighter
for Christmas He's all the heat she'll ever need.
Lauren Sheridan's return to Wildcat Bluff after the
death of her husband is bittersweet. Thirteen years
have passed since she set foot in the place that's
always held her heart...and the sizzling memories of
her high school sweetheart. Kent Duval has it all. A
proud rancher and volunteer firefighter in the small
town of Wildcat Bluff, he's missing only one thing
from his life: passion. Kent last saw Lauren Sheridan
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when she was sweet sixteen and they were headover-heels in love. Now she's back, spunky daughter
in tow, and he no longer knows which way is up. As
the heat between them builds, Kent can't help but
wonder if past flames can be rekindled and second
chances really do exist. Smokin' Hot Cowboys
Series: A Cowboy Firefighter for Christmas (Book 1)
Blazing Hot Cowboy (Book 2) Praise for A Cowboy
Firefighter for Christmas "This hot and passionate
love story has everything... An emotional tale that is
sure to delight." -Fresh Fiction "Vividly written
firefighting scenes, a rich cast of characters and
folksy charm...will keep you warm and toasty and
entertained in a big-and I mean Texas big-way."
-USA Today Happy Ever After
“The best all-around study of the American cowboy
ever written. Every page crackles with keen analysis
and vivid prose about the Old West. A must-read!” —
Douglas Brinkley, author of The Wilderness Warrior:
Theodore Roosevelt and the Crusade for America
The open-range cattle era lasted barely a quarter
century, but it left America irrevocably changed.
Cattle Kingdom reveals how the West rose and fell,
and how its legacy defines us today. The tale takes
us from dust-choked cattle drives to the unlikely
splendors of boomtowns like Abilene, Kansas, and
Cheyenne, Wyoming. We meet a diverse cast, from
cowboy Teddy Blue to failed rancher and future
president Teddy Roosevelt. This is a revolutionary
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new appraisal of the Old West and the America it
made. “Knowlton writes well about all the fun stuff:
trail drives, rambunctious cow towns, gunfights and
range wars . . . [He] enlists all of these tropes in
support of an intriguing thesis: that the romance of
the Old West arose upon the swelling surface of a
giant economic bubble . . . Cattle Kingdom is The
Great Plains by way of The Big Short.” — Wall Street
Journal “Knowlton deftly balances close-ups and
bird’s-eye views. We learn countless details . . .
More important, we learn why the story played out as
it did.” — New York Times Book Review “The best
one-volume history of the legendary era of the
cowboy and cattle empires in thirty years.” — True
West
One more journey to the universe of Roberto Bolaño,
an essential voice of contemporary Latin American
literature Cowboy Graves is an unexpected treasure
from the vault of a revolutionary talent. Roberto
Bolaño's boundless imagination and seemingly
inexhaustible gift for shaping the chaos of his reality
into fiction is unmistakable in these three novellas. In
"Cowboy Graves," Arturo Belano--Bolaño's alter
ego--returns to Chile after the coup to fight with his
comrades for socialism. "French Comedy of Horrors"
takes the reader to French Guiana on the night after
an eclipse where a seventeen year old answers a
pay phone and finds himself recruited into the
Clandestine Surrealist Group, a secret society of
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artists based in the sewers of Paris. And in
"Fatherland," a young poet reckons with the fascist
overthrow of his country, as the woman he is
obsessed with disappears in the ensuing violence
and a Third Reich fighter plane mysteriously writes
her poetry in the sky overhead. These three fiercely
original tales bear the signatures of Bolaño's
extraordinary body of work, echoing the strange
characters and uncanny scenes of his triumphs,
while deepening our reverence for his gifts.
Book 4 of Cowboys & Brides From New York Times
and USA Today-bestselling author Carolyn Brown
comes a contemporary Western romance filled to the
brim with sexy cowboys, gutsy heroines, and
genuine down-home Texas twang. Texas rancher
Mason Harper's daughters want a new mama in the
worst way, and when a beautiful woman in a tattered
wedding gown appears on their doorstep, the two
little girls adopt her-no ifs, ands, or buts about it.
Mason isn't sure about taking in a complete stranger,
but Lord knows he needs a nanny, and Annie Rose
Boudreau stirs his heart in long-forgotten ways...
Annie Rose is desperate, and when a tall, sexy
cowboy offers her a place to stay, she can't refuse.
After all, it's just for a little while. As she settles in
deeper, her heart tells her both Mason and her role
as makeshift mama suit her just fine. But will Mason
feel the same way once her nightmare past catches
up with her? Fans of Linda Lael Miller and Diana
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Palmer will thrill to this moving story of a lonely
cowboy and his two little girls finding the family of
their dreams. Cowboys & Brides Series: Billion
Dollar Cowboy (Book 1) The Cowboy's Christmas
Baby (Book 2) The Cowboy's Mail Order Bride (Book
3) How to Marry a Cowboy (Book 4) Praise for
Bestselling Contemporary Western Romances by
Carolyn Brown: "Sizzling... Brown imbues her lively
story with lots of heart."-Publishers Weekly
"Hilarious...a great, entertaining read."-Fresh Fiction
"Writing so expressive I could almost hear the
country drawl."-Night Owl Reviewer Top Pick, 4 stars
The reunion that pits city versus country…and turns old friends
to lovers. Josh Calhoun escaped the rat race to run his
family's farming operation. But when he returns to Chicago to
mediate an inheritance dispute, he's confronted with the past:
Dr. Lucinda Wilde. As his best friend's old girlfriend, she's
always been off-limits. But his best friend is gone, and now
the unavoidable attraction between them makes Josh think it
is time to stake his claim… Will being with the rugged cowboy
feel like a betrayal of her sweetheart's memory, or will his
touch be this city girl's long-awaited reawakening?
This cowboy is more than just a perfect face... Violet
Ashwood arrives in Wildcat Bluff County with one agenda:
convince the hunky Mr. July from the Wildcat Bluff Fire
Rescue's annual benefit calendar to be the face—and body—of
her new lonely hearts online dating service. She didn't count
on his firm refusal, nor did she count on seeing him again.
Until she discovers he's her new landlord. Kemp Lander, aka
Mr. July, wants nothing to do with Violet's schemes to make
him a model for her Cowboy Chat Corral, particularly once he
finds out she fudged the truth on her rental contract by
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3 she was a cowgirl. He's got enough problems trying
claiming
to keep trespassers off his ranch and doesn't need the
distraction of his sexy renter. All Violet and Kemp want is to
save their livelihoods and have their lifelong dreams realized.
But it'll take joining forces and discovering they're better
together to finally meet their goals. Praise for Kim Redford's
Smokin' Hot Cowboys: "This very hot and passionate love
story has everything: excitement, hot sex and
suspense."—Fresh Fiction for A Cowboy Firefighter for
Christmas "These two endearing characters pulled me into
their world and commanded my attention [with] their witty one
liners, quirky southern charm, down to earth personalities,
and passion fueled banter."—Red's Romance Reviews for
Blazing Hot Cowboy
When Grace offered to work at the vet clinic the summer
between college and vet school, she did not expect her very
first day to involve a sexy, shirtless cowboy, a
misunderstanding of embarrassing proportions, or her arm
shoulder-deep inside a birthing mare. Newly single and never
one to jump in blindly with both feet, her summer kicks off to a
very heated start when she finds herself jumping out of the
frying pan that is Adam, and into the fire of his twin brother,
Scott. Will the heat of this Texas summer melt her with desire
or burn her to ashes when both billionaire, cowboy brothers
set their sights on roping Grace in between them?
When he agreed to guard her, he never bargained on having
to guard his heart. Brilliant scientist Linnea Newberry is on the
adventure of a lifetime, traveling the Santa Fe Trail with her
grandfather, Dr. Powell, on a botanical expedition to Colorado
Territory. She longs to be valued for her contributions and not
seen as a helpless liability. But at every calamity she faces,
her grandfather threatens to send her home. After watching
his ma suffer and die in childbirth, Flynn McQuaid has sworn
off women and marriage forever. Headed west to start a new
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life, he 3has his hands full not only taking care of his younger
siblings but also delivering cattle to his older brother. He
doesn't need more complications. When Flynn rescues
Linnea from drowning during a river crossing, Dr. Powell
promptly hires Flynn--unbeknownst to Linnea--to act as her
bodyguard for the rest of the trip. As Flynn fights against the
many dangers of the trail, he soon finds himself in the
greatest danger of all--falling for a woman he's determined
not to love.
Mark Jaroka is content with his life on the ranch, his brothers
by his side. Until he becomes the cowboy king. Hauled
halfway across the world after a royal family tragedy, Mark
resolves to be worthy of the title. He'll learn the ways of a
monarch, but between him and his untamed brothers, the
marble floors better get used to worn leather boots.
"They could park their boots under my bed any time!" -Kindle
Customer Rose's plans for a normal, perfect life ended up
anything but. Years after her husband's passing, Rose takes
a job at a dude ranch, purely because of the revolving door of
wanna-be cowboys that she knows are looking for the full
cowboy experience, including a warm, willing, no-stringsattached woman warming their bunk at night. Only Rose
didn't expect that it would be the ranch's owners who would
claim her attentions instead. Hot brothers Cade and Kevin,
together, keep Rose way busier than any dude ranch guests
ever could. The billionaire cowboys each run one part of the
ranch's operation. Kevin runs the working ranch, taking care
of the cattle and such, while Cade controls the dude ranch
portion, but Rose soon discovers a third income stream the
two rich cowboys hadn't revealed in the hot interview
process... "Three isn't a crowd with us, its the third leg to the
tripod that we need to stand tall and steady. It's the third
wheel on the tricycle I want our kids to grow up with." -Cade
"Get a crush on Crush! Full of clever humor, heart and heat."
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—New3York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde They call him
Casanova. But can this charming devil of a cowboy teach a
good girl how to change her ways? Small-town preacher's
daughter Dixie King is used to having a lot on her plate. Keep
tabs on her flighty grandmother? No problem. Handle the
honky-tonk's first ever Chili Cook-Off? In the bag. Vamp it up
to charm a would-be developer into leaving Holiday, Texas for
good? ...now there she might need a helping hand. Enter
Presley Walker: Holiday's own Cowboy Casanova and the
perfect tutor for a good girl looking to go bad. He's got charm
in spades, and he's always seemed like a terrible idea waiting
to happen. But as Presley and Dixie work together to save
their beloved hometown, these polar opposites might finally
see the good in each other...if they can only learn to trust
their hearts enough to fall. Holiday, Texas Series: AllAmerican Cowboy (Book 1) Cowboy Christmas Jubilee (Book
2) Cowboy Charming (Book 3) What Readers Are Saying
About Dylann Crush: "Fun, fresh and fantastic... A must
read."—Christie Craig, New York Times bestselling author, for
All-American Cowboy "Charm, humor, a vast array of quirky
Texas characters... Another fun, flirty title."—Kirkus Reviews
for Cowboy Christmas Jubilee "Strong chemistry and fun
banter."—Booklist for Cowboy Christmas Jubilee "This
romance is perfect for Christmas but it will warm your heart
no matter what the season."—Night Owl Reviews for Cowboy
Christmas Jubilee
In this charming, sexy romance, a bookish beauty needs a
fake boyfriend and finds a handsome cowboy who is just the
man for the job. Return to Big Verde, where "Bloom has
invented a place we want to hang up our hat and kick up our
spurs any time she's got a story to tell" (Entertainment
Weekly). Beau Montgomery is living his best life . . . until he's
left in charge of Rancho Cañada Verde. With his dyslexia,
he'd choose a saddle over spreadsheets any day. His best
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hope is3to ask the town librarian for tutoring. Only he's had a
crush on the book-loving beauty since his junior high
days—and despite being a smooth talker, he can't help getting
tongue-tied every time they meet. Alice Martin doesn't regret
putting her career above personal relationships—but when
Beau comes to her for help, Alice decides to see what she's
been missing. She'll improve Beau's reading skills if the
handsome cowboy teaches her how to flirt and agrees to be
her date to an upcoming wedding. But when the town's
gossip mill gets going, they're forced into a fake romance to
keep their deal a secret. Soon Alice is seeing Beau in a whole
new way . . . can she turn their imaginary story into a real-life
happy-ever-after? Includes the bonus novel Big Bad Cowboy!

Selena Taylor is an American citizen determined to find
her grandparents after she loses her family to the
violence of the drug cartel in Mexico. Crossing the border
into Texas turns out to be the easy part. Virtually
penniless and enticingly innocent, she soon finds herself
at the mercy of Travis Blake. Travis is a hard-working,
self-made rancher that has never known love or softness
of any kind. His only use for women is sexual, and
Selena is caught on his ranch with no way out. While
Selena plots her escape from his control, Travis
ruthlessly and methodically tightens his possession and
makes it impossible for her to leave. The struggle that
follows is a clash of wills that pits purity against passion,
virtue against vice and love against lust.
He’s discovered his leading lady The role of her dreams:
in his arms. Chloe Daniels is determined to land the role
of a lifetime. Even if she’s terrified to get on a horse!
And the last thing her reluctant teacher, Tristan
Tillbridge, wants is to entertain a pampered actress. But
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the enigmatic
cowboy soon discovers that Chloe is as
genuine as she is gorgeous, and he’s determined to
make her his. Will this unlikely pair discover that the
sparks between them are anything but an act?
A Cowboy's Legacy Ten years ago, Trace Rafferty left
Montana to serve his country. Now the wounded Navy
flier is coming back to sell the only home he's ever
known. But someone else is living on his hundred-yearold family ranch—a woman Trace hasn't seen since she
was a teenager. How can he turn attractive,
widowed—and pregnant—Cassie Bannock out of her
home? Cassie knows her housekeeping days on the
Rafferty spread are numbered. Yet she can't believe
Trace would turn his back on his heritage. In or out of
uniform, the former F-16 pilot is still the handsomest man
she's ever seen. Without a true home, in addition to a
real and looming threat to her and her unborn baby, can
Cassie protect her legacy and help a homecoming
cowboy claim his?
Rowan Harper has traveled the American Extreme Bull
Riders tour circuit with her stock-contractor father since
she was four years old. She's seen the best rides and
the worst wrecks. And then there's TJ who impressed
her most when he didn't ride at all. T.J. Casey walked
away from his rightful place in last year's bull riding finals
in order to bury his father. His sponsors are gone, but
he's back to stake his claim. He wants the buckle, sure,
but he also wants the woman who treats her bucking
bulls like lambs. Can T.J. really score the championship
and the girl? Or will he have to choose between the
two..once and for all? First Published as Casey
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"Chemistry
so electric it flies off the page."—RT Book
Reviews 4 stars for Caught Up in a Cowboy What will
this cowboy risk for love? Colt James is back home on
the family ranch, and he's done taking risks. A car
accident ruined his shot at a professional hockey career
and messed up his love life, and he's not taking a
chance on anything that seems too good to be true.
Especially not on Chloe Bishop, his nephew's irresistibly
charming teacher and the one woman he can't stop
thinking about. Chloe Bishop liked her life the way it
was—orderly, structured and safe. Life goes from
managed to messy when Colt talks her into helping him
coach a hockey team of rowdy eight-year-olds. Being
this close to the cowboy she's crushing on is dangerous
territory. But when a real enemy threatens Chloe, Colt
will do anything to protect her. Even if it means risking
himself—and his heart. Cowboys of Creedence series:
Caught Up in a Cowboy (Book 1) You Had Me at
Cowboy (Book 2) It Started With a Cowboy (Book 3)
Praise for Caught Up in a Cowboy: "Funny, complicated,
and irresistible. Sometimes a cowboy isn't perfect but
you got to love him anyway." —JODI THOMAS, New York
Times bestselling author "Full of exquisite heat and
passion...an enthralling combination of intense moments,
playful banter and great depth of emotion."—Harlequin
Junkie "An appealing story of love rediscovered...enjoy
this tender tale."—Publishers Weekly
Clay Gregory's known Megan Briggs her whole life, and
he's been plenty worried about her while she's been
getting medical treatment. Now she's back home and
hiding away on the family ranch. Knowing the stubborn
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cowgirl3won't accept his help willingly, he invites her to a
family wedding to help him avoid his aunt's
matchmaking! He plans to remind Meg she's still the girl
who can beat him in a horse race! But as she steps out
in her curve-hugging red dress, her skills on a horse are
suddenly the furthest thing from his mind....
A DIFFERENT KIND OF HERO Everyone knows Victor
Vicario--he's the scarred loner who's on his way to the
National Finals Rodeo in Vegas. But no one knows about
the guilt that drives him. And until he achieves his goal,
there's no room in his life for attachments. So when Vic
is given temporary custody of his young nephew, he is
torn. He can't turn his back on family, but how can he
look after a kid when he's traveling the rodeo circuit?
Then he runs into feisty barrel racer Tanya McGee and
makes her an offer. She helps him with Alex, and he'll
pay her rodeo expenses. The problem is their little
"family" starts to feel all too real.
Her dream—on her terms With her own business, Cassie
Godfrey is finally self-sufficient. But her plans are
interrupted by four young orphans—and one persistent
cowboy. If she'll care for the children until their uncle
claims them, Roper Jones will build Cassie's house. To
her business mind, the proposal makes sense. To her
independent spirit, it's a reminder of the commitments
she's promised to avoid. Roper can't help admiring
Cassie's pluck, even if he's exasperated by her
stubbornness. All he can offer Cassie is the love and
acceptance she claims not to need. But dreams, like
hearts, can change and grow…especially in a land made
for brave new beginnings.
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